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Abstract. This paper discusses how to exploit annotations as a useful
context in order to search and retrieve relevant documents for a user
query. This paper provides a formal framework which can be useful in
facing this problem and shows how this framework can be employed, by
using techniques which come from the hypertext information retrieval
and data fusion fields.

1 Introduction

Digital Library Management Systems (DLMSs) are currently in a state of evolu-
tion: today they are simply places where information resources can be stored and
made available, whereas for tomorrow they will become an integrated part of the
way the user works. For example, instead of simply downloading a paper and
then working on a printed version, a user will be able to work directly with the
paper by means of the tools provided by the DLMS and share their work with
colleagues. This way, the user’s intellectual work and the information resources
provided by the DLMS can be merged together in order to constitute a single
working context. Thus, the DLMS is no longer perceived as something external
to the intellectual production process nor as a mere consulting tool, but as an in-
trinsic and active part of the intellectual production process, as pointed out in [1].

Annotations are effective means in order to enable the paradigm of interaction
between users and DLMSs envisioned above, since they are very well-established
practice and widely used. Annotations are not only a way of explaining and en-
riching an information resource with personal observations, but also a means of
transmitting and sharing ideas in order to improve collaborative work practices.
Furthermore, annotations allow users to naturally merge and link personal con-
tents with the information resources provided by the DLMS in order to create a
common context that unifies all of these contents.

In fact, annotations allow the creation of new relationships among existing
contents, by means of links that connect annotations together and with existing
content. In this sense we can consider that existing content and annotations con-
stitute a hypertext, according to the definition of hypertext provided in [2]. This
hypertext can be exploited not only for providing alternative navigation and
browsing capabilities, but can also offer advanced search functionalities. Fur-
thermore, [3] considers annotations as a natural way of creating and increasing
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hypertexts that connect information resources in a DLMS by actively engaging
users. Finally, the hypertext existing between information resources and annota-
tions enables different annotation configurations, that are threads of annotations,
i.e. an annotation made in response to another annotation, and sets of annota-
tion, i.e. a bundle of annotations on the same passage of text [4, 5].

Thus, annotations introduce a new content layer aimed at elucidating the
meaning of underlying documents, so that annotations can make hidden facets of
the annotated documents in a more explicit way. In conclusion, we can consider
that annotations constitute a special kind of context, that we call annotative
context, for the documents of a DLMS, because they provide additional content
which is related to the annotated documents. This viewpoint about annotations
covers a wide range of annotations, ranging from personal jottings in the margin
of a page to scholarly comments made by an expert in order to explain a passage
of a text. Thus, these different kinds of annotations involve different scopes for
the annotation itself and, consequently, different kinds of annotative context.
If we deal with a personal jotting, the recipient of the annotation is usually
the author himself and so this kind of annotation involves a private annotative
context ; on the other hand, the recipients of a scholarly annotation are usually
people who are not necessarily related to the author of the annotation, which
thus involves a public annotative context ; finally, a team of people can work
together on a shared topic and can exchange annotations related to the topic in
question: thus, in this case we have a collaborative annotative context.

In this paper, we aim at exploiting the annotative context in order to use
annotations as an effective means for searching and retrieving the documents
managed by a DLMS. The presentation is structured as follows: Section 2 intro-
duces an overview of our approach; Section 3 describes our reference architecture;
Section 4 presents our framework, which enables the annotations to be effectively
employed to search for the documents, and describes an example of data fusion
strategy applied to the framework; finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions and
gives us an outlook for the future.

2 Search Strategy Overview

Despite all of the research in modelling annotations and providing annotation–
enabled systems, there is much less study regarding the usage of annotations
for retrieving documents. Golovchinsky et al. [6] compare queries based on an-
notations with relevance feedback, and considers annotation–based queries as
an automatic technique for query construction, since queries are automatically
generated from annotated text, e.g. from highlighted text. Frommholz et. al [7]
consider annotations – specifically annotations threads – as an extension of the
document they belong to, creating a discourse context, in which not only the
annotation itself but also its position in the discourse and its type, are exploited
for searching and retrieving documents; this approach is revised and extended
upon in [8] to probabilistic datalog.
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Fig. 1. Example of the document–annotation hypertext used for search purposes

We need to develop a search strategy which is able to effectively take into
account the multiple sources of evidence which come from both documents and
annotations. In fact, the combining of these multiple sources of evidence can be
exploited in order to improve the performances of an information management
system. Our aim is to retrieve more documents that are relevant and to have
them ranked in a way which is better than a system that does not makes use of
annotations.

We will now introduce our search strategy by means of illustrating an exam-
ple. It is important to note that this is not an exhaustive example, however it
will help the reader to familiarize themselves with our search strategy. Figure 1
shows a possible hypertext which could exist among documents and annota-
tions, and which we have called document–annotation hypertext. Suppose that
we have the following query: q = “good survey grid computing”.

Firstly, we can start by searching the set of documents for this query. Let
us suppose that we obtain the first result set Rd,q = {d4, d3} (Rd,q stands for:
Result Documents by Query) where, intuitively, d4 is ranked higher than d3

because three query terms out of four are contained in d4 while d3 contains only
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two terms out of four. However, none of these two documents explains anything
about how good the survey is and d3 does not specify whether the document
is a survey or not. Moreover, d2 is not retrieved because it is concerned with
computer networks in general and not with grid computing in particular.

Secondly, we can also search the set of annotations for this query. Suppose
that we obtain the second result set Ra,q = {a6, a12, a7} (Ra,q stands for: Result
Annotations by Query) where, intuitively, a6 has the highest rank because it
contains all of the query terms; a12 is ranked lower than a6 because it contains
only two query terms; finally, a7 has the lowest rank because it contains only one
query term. It is worth noting that neither a7 nor a12 explains what the topic
of the survey is about, even if they provide additional information about the
document they annotate; in a certain sense, it is the symmetric problem with
respect to d3 and d4, that do not specify that much about the “survey side”
of the query. At this point, we have two distinct sources of evidence on hand –
the one which comes from the document set and the one which comes from the
annotation set – and therefore we should exploit both of them in order to better
satisfy the user’s information need. Thus, we can exploit them with a twofold
aim: firstly, to add new relevant documents to the result set and, secondly, to
re-rank the documents in the result set. With this in mind, we can note that:

– the annotations thread a6 → a5 → d2 allows us to connect annotation a6 to
document d2, suggesting that also document d2 should be included in the
result set. However, d2 should not be ranked very high because, intuitively,
it does not contain any query term and we deduce that it could be related to
a survey about grid computing by means of an annotation that is two steps
away from d2;

– the annotations set a7 and a12 regarding document d3 allows us to under-
stand that d3 is a survey about grid computing, which is probably a good
one. Therefore, we could consider ranking it higher.

Thus, we can identify a third result set Rd,a = {d3, d2} (Rd,a stands for:
Result Documents by Annotation) where d3 is ranked higher than d2 for the
reasons explained above. Note that we identified Rd,a by means of Ra,q, that is we
found the documents contained in Rd,a using the annotations contained in Ra,q

and the document–annotation hypertext permitted us to pass from annotations
(Ra,q) to documents (Rd,q).

We can conclude this line of reasoning with the final result set Rd = {d3, d4,
d2} (Rd stands for: Result Documents). Intuitively, d3 has the highest rank
because it is strongly supported by its own evidence and the evidence provided
by the annotations a7 and a12; in fact, d3 ∈ Rd,q ∩Rd,a, as depicted in Figure 1.
d4 keeps its former rank, which is now lower than the rank given to d3, due to
the fact that it is not supported by any further evidence except its own; indeed,
d4 ∈ Rd,q \Rd,a, as depicted in Figure 1. Finally, we add d2 which has the lowest
rank, due to the fact that it is supported only by the annotation a6 which, as
mentioned above, is not so close to d2; indeed, d2 ∈ Rd,a \ Rd,q, as depicted
in Figure 1.
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In conclusion, annotations provide us with an additional context which can
be exploited with the ultimate goal of retrieving more documents that are rele-
vant and better ranked. Furthermore, the document–annotation hypertext is the
basic infrastructure which enables us to combine the sources of evidence which
derive from documents and annotations. Thus, we face this research problem in
the context of data fusion [9], because we need to combine the source of evidence
which comes from annotations with the one which comes from documents. More-
over, also Hypertext Information Retrieval (HIR) techniques [10] are suitable in
order to support the search strategy described above, because we need to deal
with an hypertext in order to combine the different sources of evidence.

2.1 Search Strategy Issues

The search strategy introduced above presents some issues concerning how to
use the document–annotation hypertext in order to identify the annotated doc-
uments, specifically regarding how to map Ra,q to Rd,a.

In our previous example, we started from Ra,q = {a6, a12, a7} and we mapped
it to Rd,a = {d3, d2}; this mapping is not the only possibility: we could also add
d1 to Rd,a, if we follow the path a6 → a4 → a3 → a1 → d1.

The first issue is that the mapping between Ra,q and Rd,a is not univocally
determined. The second issue concerns the cardinality of Rda

: there is the risk,
as shown above, that all the documents that have one or more annotations will
be included in the Rd,a set, through either a long or a short path. Worst case
scenario, we could obtain Rd,a = D or, in any case, |Rd,a| � |Rd,q|, even though
we started with a few annotations retrieved for the query.

Thus, we should add some constraints to the document–annotation hypertext,
so that the Rd,a set can be unambiguously determined and its cardinality does
not increase too much. We will discuss how to overcome these issues in Section 4.

3 Reference Architecture

As explained in the Section 1, annotations create an hypertext that allows users
to merge their personal content with the information resources provided by
diverse DLMSs: this hypertext can span and cross the boundaries of a single
DLMS, if users need to interact with diverse DLMSs. The possibility of having
a hypertext that spans the boundaries of different DLMSs is quite innovative
because up to now DLMSs do not normally have a hypertext connecting infor-
mation resources with each other and, if present, such a hypertext is usually
confined within the boundaries of a single DLMS. In particular, annotations
exploit the hypertext in order to provide users with a distributed annotative
context, which connects the documents managed by different DLMSs.

We aim at designing and developing a system which is able to carry out
the annotative context and the search strategy, previously discussed. We face
this problem from an abstract point of view: we do not fully specify how each
component of the system works but we describe and define how these components
interact with each other. Thus, our architectural approach is based on flexibility,
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Fig. 2. Overview of the architecture of FAST with respect to different DLMSs

because we need to adopt an architecture which is flexible enough to support
a wide range of different DLMSs; thus, we named our target system Flexible
Annotation Service Tool (FAST). Figure 2 shows the general architecture of the
FAST system and its integration with different DLMSs: the Core Annotation
Service (CAS) provides annotation management functionalities, and is able to
interact with different gateways, that are specialised for integrating the CAS
into different DLMSs. From the standpoint of a DLMS the FAST system acts
like any other distributed service of the DLMS, even if it is actually made up of
two distinct modules, the gateway and the CAS; on the other hand, the FAST
system can be made available for another DLMS by creating a new gateway.

As a consequence of this architectural choice, the FAST system knows every-
thing about annotations, however it cannot make any assumption regarding the
information resources provided by the DLMS, being that it needs to cooperate
with different DLMSs. This architectural choice influences the way in which our
search strategy is carried out. Indeed, we aim at combining multiple sources of
evidence which come from both documents and annotations. Since the source of
evidence concerning the documents is completely managed by the DLMS, FAST
has to query the DLMS in order to obtain it. Only after that FAST has acquired
this information from the DLMS, it can be combined with the source of evidence
which comes from annotations in order to create a list of result documents that
better satisfies the user’s information needs. In conclusion, we can now deal with
a distributed search problem.
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4 Search Strategy Framework

In order to carry out the introduced search strategy, we need to deal with two
kinds of Digital Objects (DOs), that are documents and annotations. Let D be
the set of documents and d ∈ D is a generic document; let A be the set of
annotations and a ∈ A is a generic annotation; let DO = D ∪ A be the set of
digital objects and do ∈ DO is a generic digital object, which can be either a
document or an annotation. Finally, let Q be the set of user queries and q ∈ Q
is a generic query. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [11, 12, 13] sequence
diagram of Figure 3 summarizes our search strategy:

1. the user submits a query q ∈ Q to FAST;
2. FAST forwards the query to the DLMS, which searches for documents to

retrieve for the query q.
We call Rd,q ⊆ D the result set returned by the DLMS, sd,q ∈ [0, 1] the
similarity score of the document d with respect to the query q. According
to our architecture, Rd,q is completely defined and managed by the DLMS
and FAST has no control over Rd,q. Thus, the DLMS has the function of
providing Rd,q and a similarity score sd,q for each document d ∈ Rd,q to
FAST;

3. FAST searches for annotations to retrieve for the query q.
We call Ra,q ⊆ A the result set returned by FAST, sa,q ∈ [0, 1] the similar-
ity score of the annotation a with respect to the query q.According to our
architecture, Ra,q is completely defined and managed by FAST;

4. FAST determines the documents associated to the annotations contained in
Ra,q, by using a mapping function M : A → D, that associates an annotation
a ∈ A to a document d ∈ D.
We call Rd,a ⊆ D the set containing the documents associated to the anno-
tations in Ra,q, i.e. Rd,a = M(Ra,q); sd,a ∈ [0, 1] is the similarity score of a
document d ∈ Rd,a;

5. FAST combines the two sets Rd,q and Rd,a into one set Rd = Rd,q∪Rd,a ⊆ D
in order to obtain only one list of retrieved documents. sd ∈ [0, 1] is the
similarity score of a document d ∈ Rd, obtained combining sd,q and sd,a;

6. FAST returns the list of retrieved documents to the user.

We can point out some interesting characteristics of this search strategy.
Firstly, in the fourth step FAST needs to employ both HIR and data fusion
techniques: indeed, the different paths in the hypertext allow FAST to associate
annotations to documents, which are necessary to determine Rd,a from Ra,q;
furthermore, FAST has to exploit also data fusion techniques in order to com-
pute the similarity score sd,a of a document d from the similarity scores sa,q

of the annotations linked to d. Secondly, in the fifth step we need to combine
the similarity scores sd,q computed by the DLMS with the similarity scores sd,a

computed by FAST, which is a data fusion problem. Finally, the sequence dia-
gram of Figure 3 further highlights that we are dealing with a distributed search
problem.
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Fig. 3. Search strategy

Note that, as introduced in Section 3, we will face our problem from an
abstract point of view. Thus, in the following sections we will not go into a
lot of detail on how annotations and documents are indexed and searched, but
instead we will assume that there is a component of the system designated with
providing such functionalities.

In the next section, we will formally define the basic structure needed to per-
form our search strategy, which is the document–annotation hypertext; we will
also point out some properties of the document–annotation hypertext relevant
for our search strategy.

4.1 Document–Annotation Hypertext

Annotations can be linked to DOs with two main types of links, as pointed out
in [5]:

– annotate link : an annotation annotates a DO, which can be a document
or another annotation. The “annotate link” is intended only to allow an
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annotation to annotate one or more parts of a given DO. Thus, this kind
of link lets the annotation express intra–DO relationships, meaning that the
annotation creates a relationship among the different parts of the annotated
DO;

– relate-to link : an annotation relates to a DO, which can be a document or
another annotation. The “relate-to link” is intended only to allow an annota-
tion to relate to one or more parts of other DOs, but not the annotated one.
Thus, this kind of link lets the annotation express inter–DO relationships,
meaning that the annotation creates a relationship between the annotated
DO and the other DOs that it is related to.

With respect to these two main types of link, we introduce the following con-
straint: an annotation must annotate one and only one DO, which can be either
a document or another annotation, that is an annotation must have one and
only one “annotate link”. In other words, this constraint means that an annota-
tion can be created only for the purpose of annotating a DO and not exclusively
for relating to a DO. Moreover, an annotation can annotate one and only one
DO, because the “annotate link” expresses intra–DO relationships and thus they
cannot be mutual to multiple DOs which are different from the annotated one.
Finally, this constraint does not prevent the annotation from relating to more
than one DO, i.e. from having more than one “relate-to link”. We can associate
to these links a set of allowed link types LT = {Annotate,RelateTo}; an element
lt ∈ LT corresponds to one of the link types.

Definition 1. The document–annotation hypertext is a labeled directed
graph Hda = (DO,Eda ⊆ A × DO) where DO is the set of vertices and Eda

is the set of edges. Let lda : Eda → LT be the labelling function. For each
e = (a, do) ∈ Eda there is a lda(e)-labeled edge from the annotation a to the
generic digital object do. The following constraints must be satisfied:

1. each annotation a must annotate one and only one digital object1:

∀a ∈ A ∃! e = (a, do) ∈ Eda | lda(e) = Annotate

2. the graph does not contain loops:

∀a ∈ A � e = (a, do) ∈ Eda | a = do

3. the graph does not contain cycles:

� C = a0akak−1 · · · a1a0 |
e0 = (a0, ak), ek = (ak, ak−1), . . . , e1 = (a1, a0) ∈ Eda,

lda(e0) = lda(ek) = . . . = lda(e1) = Annotate

1 ∃! is the unique existential quantifier, and it is read “there exists a unique . . . such
that . . .”.
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Fig. 4. Example of document–annotation hypertext Hda, corresponding at the hyper-

text shown in figure 1

Note that each e ∈ Eda always starts from an annotation, while e ∈ Eda

that starts from a document does not exist. Each annotation is constrained
to be incident with one and only one edge with link type “Annotate”, thus
formalizing the notion of link type mentioned above. The constraint related to
loops prevent us from creating self-referencing annotations, which have no use
for our purposes. Finally, annotations involve a temporal dimension, since each
annotation has to annotate an already existing DO. Thus, the last constraint
about cycles of annotations prevents us from creating cycles where the oldest
annotation a0 annotates the newest annotation ak; note that this is not an issue
for document vertices, since “Annotate” links can start only from annotations.

Figure 4 shows an example of document–annotation hypertext, which cor-
responds to the hypertext show in Figure 1, where the “Annotate links” are
represented with a continuous line labeled “A”, while the “RelateTo links” are
represented with a dotted line labeled “R”. Figure 4 also points out another
important feature of the document–annotation hypertext: it can span and cross
the boundaries of the single DLMS, as discussed in Section 3. The DLMS1 man-
ages d1 and d2, while the DLMS2 manages d3, d4, and d5. There are annotations
that act as a bridge between two DLMSs: for example, a5 annotates d2, which
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is managed by DLMS1, and refers to d3, which is managed by DLMS2. This is a
quite an innovative characteristic of the document–annotation hypertext. This
characteristic further highlights the distributed nature of our search strategy,
which is not only distributed between the DLMS and FAST, but it may also
involve more DLMSs.

The following proposition will show that each annotation a belongs to a
unique tree rooted in a document d.

Proposition 1. Let H ′
da = (DO′, E′

da) be the subgraph of Hda, such that:

– E′
da = {e ∈ Eda | lda(e) = Annotate}

– DO′ = {do ∈ DO | ∃ e′ ∈ E′
da, e′ = (a, do)}

H ′
da is the subgraph whose edges are of kind Annotate and whose vertices are

incident with at least one of such edges. Let H ′′
da = (DO′′, E′′

da) be the underlying
graph of H ′

da, that is the undirected version of H ′
da.

The following properties hold: H ′′
da is a forest2 and every tree in H ′′

da contains
a unique document vertex d.

Proof. Ab absurdo: if H ′′
da was not a forest, then it would be a cyclic graph. The

only way of obtaining a cycle in H ′′
da is that in Hda:

∃ a ∈ A, ∃ e1 = (a, do1) , e2 = (a, do2) ∈ Eda, do1 	= do2 |
lda(e1) = lda(e2) = Annotate

i.e. an annotation exists in Hda from which two Annotate edges start from, but
this contradicts the definition 1 given for the graph Hda and thus, H ′′

da is a forest.
Since H ′′

da is a forest, its components are trees. Ab absurdo suppose that there
is a tree T whose vertices are only annotations. A tree T with n vertices has
n−1 edges but, for the item number 1 of definition 1 each annotation a must be
incident with one and only one Annotate edge, then for n annotations there are
n edges in H ′′

da; so T can not be a tree. Therefore, every tree in H ′′
da contains, at

least, a document vertex d. Suppose now that there is a tree T which contains
two document vertices d1 and d2, d1 	= d2. Being that for every two vertices in a
tree there is a unique path connecting them, in the path P = d1a1 . . . ai . . . akd2

there must be an annotation ai from which in Hda two edges of kind Annotate
start, since by definition of Hda the are no edges of the type e = (dm, dn) ∈ Eda.
But the annotation ai contradicts the definition of Hda and thus, there is a
unique document vertex d in T . 
�

Proposition 1 assures us that for each document there is a unique tree Td that
can be rooted in d. Remembering that in a tree any two given vertices are linked
by a unique path, for each annotation a ∈ Ra,q we can determine the unique
path to the root d of the tree to which the annotation belongs. In this way we
can figure out the mapping function M between Ra,q and Rd,a. Finally, we are

2 A forest is an acyclic graph. A forest is a graph whose components are trees [14].
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sure that each annotation a ∈ A belongs to a tree Td in H ′′
da, since by definition

of Hda each annotation must be an incident with one and only one edge e with
lda(e) = Annotate and thus each annotation a ∈ A also belongs to H ′′

da.
Note that if we had not removed the “RelateTo link” edges from the graph

H ′′
da, it could have contained cycles; consider Figure 4: for example, a cycle

would be C = a7a6a10a8a7, because in H ′′
da we do not consider the direction of

the edges.
Finally it is worth noting that the document-annotation hypertext of def-

inition 1 lets the mapping function M and the set Rd,a overcome the issues
described in Section 2.1: firstly, Rd,a is unambiguously identified, since proposi-
tion 2 ensures us that each annotation a ∈ A belongs to a unique tree rooted in
a document d ∈ D; secondly, the cardinality of Rd,a is not too high, since each
annotation is connected to only one document and so |Rd,a| ≤ |Ra,q|.

Our search strategy consists of several steps: we assume that we have already
determined both Rd,q and Ra,q (respectively, the second and third step of the
search strategy), by using the proper information retrieval techniques for index-
ing and retrieving both documents and annotations; for the fourth and fifth steps
it is necessary to define proper algorithms, which are discussed in the following
sections.

4.2 Search Strategy Step 4: Hypertext-Driven Data Fusion

We call hypertext-driven data fusion the fourth step of our search strategy, be-
cause it needs to exploit the document–annotation hypertext in order to compute
the similarity scores sd,a for the documents in Rd,a, that are the documents de-
termined by using annotations, by combining the similarity scores sa,q of the
annotations linked to them.

Proposition 1 ensures us that each annotation belongs to a tree rooted in
a document. Thus, we can carry out the mapping function M between Ra,q

and Rd,a by simply associating each annotation a ∈ Ra,q to the document d
at the root of the tree the annotation belongs to. In this way, Rd,a can be
unambiguously determined starting from Ra,q.

Before we can compute sd,a for each document d ∈ Rd,a, we need to introduce
the notion of compound similarity score. To this end, consider the graph H ′′

da =
(DO′′, E′′), a tree Td rooted in a document d ∈ DO′′ and a subtree Ta of Td

rooted in an annotation a. Let sc
a,q be the compound similarity score between

an annotation a ∈ DO′′ and a query q ∈ Q, defined as follows:

sc
a,q =

⎧
⎨

⎩

αsa,q if a is a leaf

αsa,q+ (1−α)
|succ(a)|

∑

ak∈succ(a)

sc
ak,q if a is not a leaf (1)

where succ(vj) is a function that returns the set of successors of a vertex vj

and α ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter. In the following we assume that sa,q is zero for
annotations that do not belong to Ra,q.

sc
a,q recursively computes the weighted average between the similarity score

sa,q of an annotation a and the average of the compound similarity scores of its
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successors. Furthermore sc
a,q penalizes scores which come from lengthy paths,

because for a path P = a0 . . . ak the similarity score sak,q of ak is weighted
α(1 − α)k. Thus sc

a,q satisfies the requirement, expressed in Section 2, that the
similarity scores should not be influenced by annotations that are too far apart
from the document. Remember that sa,q is not null only for those annotations
that belong to Ra,q; thus annotations, that belong to a path but not to Ra,q, do
not contribute to sc

a,q, even if they are taken into account during the averaging
by the |succ(a)| term, thus further penalizing long paths. Equation (1) resembles
the CombANZ strategy of [15], proposing a recursive version of this strategy, even
if CombANZ averages only on non-zero similarity scores. In this sense we entitled
this section graph-driven data fusion strategy. Example of functions similar to
sc

a,q(a, q) can be found in [7, 8, 16], but [7, 8] exploit a probabilistic framework and
chooses the path with the maximum probability of the relevance of a document,
while [16] does not average the similarity scores and has an iterative approach
to the problem.

At this point, for each document d ∈ Rd,a FAST needs to compute its simi-
larity score sd,a. If we consider the graph H ′′

da, and for each document d ∈ Rd,a

we identify the tree Td rooted in d, then the similarity score sd,a is given by:

sd,a =
1

|succ(d)|
∑

a∈succ(d)

sc
a,q (2)

where succ(vj) is a function that returns the set of successors of a vertex vj . sd,a

simply averages the compound similarity score of the annotations belonging to
the tree rooted in d.

4.3 Search Strategy Step 4: Traditional Data Fusion

We call traditional data fusion the fifth step of our search strategy, because in
this step we compute a similarity score sd for a document by combining the evi-
dence which comes from Rd,q and Rd,a, as in a usual data fusion problem. With
this in mind, we can apply the CombMNZ strategy, proposed by [15], as follows:

sd =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

2 (sd,q + sd,a) if d ∈ Rd,q ∩ Rd,a

sd,q if d ∈ Rd,q ∩ Rd,a

sd,a if d ∈ Rd,q ∩ Rd,a

(3)

If the similarity score sd,q is not normalized, before applying equation (3),
we can normalize it according to the expression proposed by [17]:

s̄d,q =
sd,q − mind∈Rd,q

sd,q

maxd∈Rd,q
sd,q − mind∈Rd,q

sd,q
(4)

4.4 Example of the Search Strategy

Consider the example discussed in Section 2 and shown in Figure 1. Suppose
that: Rd,q = {d4, d3} with sd3,q = 0.40, and sd4,q = 0.85; Ra,q = {a6, a12, a7}
with sa6,q = 0.90, sa12,q = 0.25, and sa7,q = 0.10.
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In order to carry out the fourth step of our search strategy, i.e. the hypertext-
driven data fusion strategy, we start mapping Ra,q = {a6, a12, a7} into Rd,a =
{d2, d3}. Then, we choose α = 0.50, as an example, and, by applying equations
(1) and (2), we obtain:

sd2,a = sc
a5,q = αsa5,q + (1 − α)sc

a6,q = α(1 − α)sa6,q = 0.23

sd3,a =
1
2

(
sc

a7,q + sc
a12,q

)
=

α

2
(sa7,q + sa12,q) = 0.09

In order to carry out the fifth step of our search strategy, i.e. the traditional
data fusion strategy, we apply equation (3), obtaining Rd = {d3, d4, d2} with:

sd2 = sd2,a = 0.23
sd3 = 2 (sd3,q + sd3,a) = 0.98
sd4 = sd4,q = 0.85

In conclusion, equations (1), (2), and (3) fit well with the search strategy
discussed in Section 2. Indeed, the initial ranking provided the DLMS was d4, d3,
while the final ranking is d3, d4, d2. Thus, we re-ranked the documents, giving
a better rank to d3 which benefits from the evidence of both documents and
annotations, and we also added the new document d2 to the result list, without
ranking it too high, since it has been only added on the basis of the annotations
which it is linked to.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a framework in which annotations can be exploited as a useful
context in order to retrieve documents relevant for a user’s query. Then, we
showed how this framework can be effectively employed for developing search
strategies, that adopt techniques which come from the HIR and data fusion
fields.

Future research work will be concerned with the application of the proposed
search strategy to a real application in order to assess the performances of the
proposed search strategy. An obstacle to the evaluation of these kinds of systems
is the lack of an experimental test collection with annotations, that would allow
us to test and quantitatively compare different search strategies.
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